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CONSPECTUS: Lanthanide-doped nanoparticles exhibit
unique luminescent properties, including large Stokes shift,
sharp emission bandwidth, high resistance to optical blinking,
and photobleaching, as well as the unique ability to convert
long-wavelength stimulation into short-wavelength emission.
These attributes are particularly needed for developing
luminescent labels as alternatives to organic ﬂuorophores
and quantum dots. In recent years, the well-recognized
advantages of upconversion nanocrystals as biomarkers have been manifested in many important applications, such as highly
sensitive molecular detection and autoﬂuorescence-free cell imaging. However, their potential in multiplexed detection and
multicolor imaging is rarely exploited, largely owing to the research lagging on multicolor tuning of these particles.
Lanthanide doping typically involves an insulating host matrix and a trace amount of lanthanide dopants embedded in the host
lattice. The luminescence observed from these doped crystalline materials primarily originates from electronic transitions within
the [Xe]4fn conﬁguration of the lanthanide dopants. Thus a straightforward approach to tuning the emission is to dope diﬀerent
lanthanide activators in the host lattice. Meanwhile, the host lattice can exert a crystal ﬁeld around the lanthanide dopants and
sometimes may even exchange energy with the dopants. Therefore, the emission can also be modulated by varying the host
materials. Recently, the advance in synthetic methods toward high quality core−shell nanocrystals has led to the emergence of
new strategies for emission modulation. These strategies rely on precise control over either energy exchange interactions between
the dopants or energy transfer involving other optical entities.
To provide a set of criteria for future work in this ﬁeld, we attempt to review general and emerging strategies for tuning emission
spectra through lanthanide doping. With signiﬁcant progress made over the past several years, we now are able to design and
fabricate nanoparticles displaying tailorable optical properties. In particular, we show that, by rational control of diﬀerent
combinations of dopants and dopant concentration, a wealth of color output can be generated under single-wavelength
excitation. Strikingly, unprecedented single-band emissions can be obtained by careful selection of host matrices. By
incorporating a set of lanthanide ions at deﬁned concentrations into diﬀerent layers of a core−shell structure, the emission
spectra of the particles are largely expanded to cover almost the entire visible region, which is hardly accessible by conventional
bulk phosphors. Importantly, we demonstrate that an inert-shell coating provides the particles with stable emission against
perturbation in surrounding environments, paving the way for their applications in the context of biological networks.

1. INTRODUCTION

Although the optical transitions in lanthanide-doped nanoparticles essentially resemble those in bulk materials, the
nanostructure amenable to surface modiﬁcations provides new
opportunities for research. Particularly, these nanoparticles are
promising alternatives to molecular ﬂuorophores for bioapplications.7−15 Their unique optical properties, such as large
Stokes shift and nonblinking, have enabled them to rival
conventional luminescent probes in challenging tasks including
single-molecule tracking and deep tissue imaging.16,17 Despite
the promising aspects of these nanomaterials, one urgent task
that confronts materials chemists lies in the synthesis of
nanoparticles with tunable emissions, which are essential for
applications in multiplexed imaging and sensing.

The research on lanthanide-doped luminescent nanoparticles
can be tracked back to more than a century ago, when the
optical attractiveness of lanthanides was made known by
Bunsen in spectroscopic study of “didymium sulfate” crystals.1
Exploitation of lanthanide luminescence started in the 1960s on
the basis of acquaintance with the fundamental theory, and the
early works were mainly focused on bulk materials. The
introduction of lanthanides into these solid materials laid the
foundation for many modern applications, such as lighting,
photonic communication, and battery devices.2−5 During this
period of time, considerable interest had arisen in screening
various dopant/host combinations for improved optical
properties.6
Lanthanide-doped nanoparticles emerged in the late 1990s
due to the prevalent work on nanotechnology, marking a
turning point in the landscape of modern lanthanide research.
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The intraconﬁgurational f−f transitions of lanthanide ions
typically show low extinction coeﬃcients on the order of 1 M−1
cm−2 with narrow bandwidth. This attribute, together with the
lack of fully matched absorption bands between diﬀerent
lanthanide ions, impedes eﬀective excitation of diﬀerent
lanthanide activators under a single wavelength. A general
solution to this problem is indirect excitation via a sensitizer,
which serves as an antenna to collect the incident light and
transfer it to the lanthanide activators (or emitters) nonradiatively. An array of optical entities including [VO4]3−, Bi3+,
and Ce3+ featuring large absorption cross sections (typically
through an allowed transition) can be used to sensitize Stokesshifting lanthanide activators.18,19 For anti-Stokes processes that
convert long-wavelength excitation into shorter-wavelength
emission, however, only Yb3+ serves as an eﬃcient sensitizer
to facilitate the stepwise energy transfer to diﬀerent activators.20
Note that Gd3+ is also frequently used as the sensitizer to
enable excitation of diﬀerent lanthanide ions under a single
wavelength.21 Table 1 lists typical optical sensitizers and their
eﬀectiveness in transferring the energy of absorbed light to
lanthanide activators.
An early example of capitalizing on host sensitization was
demonstrated by van Veggel and co-workers22 in LaVO4
nanoparticles. They observed the energy transfer from the
[VO4]3− host lattice to activators, resulting in tunable emission
on ultraviolet (UV) excitation. In a parallel eﬀort, Wang et al.23
demonstrated downshifting multicolor tuning in NaGdF4
particles doped with Tb3+, Eu3+, Dy3+, and Sm3+ as the
activator, in conjunction with Ce3+ as the sensitizer (Figure 2a).
A key advantage of this design is that the energy transfer from
the sensitizer to the activator can be mediated by energy
migration through Gd sublattice.
Since the energy levels of lanthanides are hardly aﬀected by
the embedding matrix, it has been challenging to ﬁne-tune the
emission wavelength. Typically, the emission color of nanoparticles is tuned by modulation of the multipeak emission of a
lanthanide activator through control of dopant−dopant
interaction in relation to dopant concentrations (Figure
3).24−28 We previously demonstrated that the red-to-green
emission ratio of Er3+ in NaYF4:Yb/Er upconversion nanoparticles can be deliberately tuned by controlling back-energytransfer from Er3+ to Yb3+ at diﬀerent Yb3+ concentrations. We
also show that the upconversion multicolor ﬁne-tuning can be
alternatively achieved by doping dual activators of Er3+ and
Tm3+ at precisely deﬁned concentration ratios (Figure 2b).26
The versatility of the doping approach for ﬁne-tuning emission
colors was later conﬁrmed by a number of research groups in a
wide variety of host matrices incorporated with activator pairs
of Er/Tm, Ho/Tm, and Eu/Tb.29−32 It is worth noting that the
activator concentrations should be kept substantially low (<2
mol %) to minimize activator−activator interactions.
In search of dual emitters that do not cause deleterious crossrelaxations, we systematically studied downshifting YVO4
nanoparticles codoped with phosphorus and lanthanide ions
to supply dual emissions.33 We showed that the incorporation
of phosphorus into the YVO4 particles results in intense blue
emission from the [VO4]3+ group, attributable to suppressed
energy transfer from [VO4]3+ to quenching sites. Upon further
addition of lanthanides (Eu3+, Dy3+, or Sm3+) into the P5+doped YVO4 particles, a second emission from the activator
appears at the expense of the host emission. By varying the
dopant concentration, the emission intensity balance between

Unlike the quantum dots exhibiting bandgap emission,
lanthanide-doped nanoparticles are generally characterized by
the emission of optical centers. Notably, the interaction
between the optical centers, spatially conﬁned within a single
particle, exerts a strong inﬂuence on the emission proﬁle of the
particle. In this Account, we describe general chemical
strategies for ﬁne-tuning the optical emission of the nanoparticles. These include the control over doping concentration
and host lattices. It is worth noting that although each
lanthanide behaves diﬀerently and has diﬀerent optical
properties from all of the others, the lanthanides of diﬀerent
types can combine with one another to impart desired optical
properties. It is this combination that accounts for the
enormous variety of colors created by lanthanide doping. We
also highlight recent advances in nanostructure fabrication by
conﬁning incompatible lanthanide dopants within diﬀerent
regions of a nanoparticle or by assembling diﬀerent optical
entities into a composite nanoparticle, providing powerful
means to tune the particle emission.

2. MANIPULATING LANTHANIDE DOPANT
In theory, lanthanide-doped nanoparticles can be made to emit
light at wavelengths that cover almost the entire visible
spectrum by proper selection of dopants (or activators).
These dopants have complex energy levels resulting from the
enormous probability of distributing the electrons over the
seven 4f orbitals. In practice, however, radiative emission can
only be realized from a small number of energy levels
characterized by a large gap separating the next lower-lying
level. The large energy gap helps preserve the excitation energy
against multiphonon relaxation.2 Figure 1 illustrates main
emitting levels and luminescent transitions of commonly used
lanthanide activators.

Figure 1. (a) Partial energy level diagram of lanthanides commonly
used for multicolor tuning. Their typical emitting levels are highlighted
in red. (b) Main luminescent transitions of the lanthanides in the
visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum.
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Table 1. Typical Sensitizers Used in Nanoparticles for Transferring the Energy of Absorbed Light to Lanthanide Activators
activatorb
sensitizer
[VO4]
Ce3+
Gd3+
Yb3+
a

3−

a

absorption

250−350 nm (charge transfer)
250−450 nm (4f−5d)
275 nm (4f−4f)
980 nm (4f−4f)

Sm
+
+
+

3+

Eu

3+

+
−
+

3+

Tb

−
+
+

Dy3+ Ho3+
+
+
+

Er3+

Tm3+

+

+

+

+

+

+

remarks

ref
3+

Charge transfer quenching by Tb
Charge transfer quenching by Eu3+
Capable of transferring energy via energy migration
Commonly used for upconversion

22, 33
48
24, 52
20

Absorption wavelength may change in diﬀerent host matrices. b+: sensitized emission. −: quenched emission.

3. MANIPULATING HOST MATRIX
Apart from their predominant role in accommodating
lanthanide dopants, host materials can directly alter the optical
transitions of the dopants by exerting a crystal ﬁeld and by
subtracting the excitation energy of the dopants through lattice
vibration. For nanostructured materials with a large portion of
dopants enriched at the surface, additional factors, such as
surface contaminations, must be taken into consideration as
they can markedly inﬂuence the optical properties of the
luminescent materials.
3.1. The Eﬀect of Host Structure

The f−f transitions of free lanthanide ions are strongly
forbidden by the parity selection rule. When incorporated in
a crystalline lattice, the uneven components of the crystal ﬁeld
can slightly mix odd-parity conﬁgurations into the [Xe]4fn. This
mixing enables the f−f transitions to a certain extent depending
on the symmetry of the crystal ﬁeld and interacting strength of
the crystal ﬁeld with the lanthanides. Some f−f transitions are
more sensitive to the crystal ﬁeld than others. For example, the
5
D0 → 7F2 emission line (∼615 nm) of Eu3+ is hypersensitive to
the coordination environment, while the 5D0 → 7F1 emission
line (∼590 nm) is hardly aﬀected by the surrounding matrix.34
Accordingly, the emission intensity ratio of these two peaks can
be adjusted using host matrices oﬀering crystal sites of diﬀerent
symmetries for the lanthanides.
The host matrix has a drastic impact on upconversion
luminescence. The variation in the host matrix will modify the
excitation process in addition to aﬀecting the emission
transitions, leading to markedly diﬀerent emission spectra.
For example, the emission spectrum of Er3+ in α-NaYF4 is
typically dominated by the 4S3/2 → 4I15/2 transition at ∼660 nm,
while in β-NaYF4 the 4F9/2 → 4I15/2 transition at ∼540 nm is
more pronounced. Moreover, β-NaYF4 oﬀers Er3+ emission
with more than 4-fold higher eﬃciency than its cubic-phase
counterpart.35 It is believed that the phase-dependent emission
is attributed to the varied site symmetry of lanthanide dopants
in diﬀerent host lattices.13 Güdel and co-workers36 suggested
that the interaction of dopants located on two diﬀerent lattice
sites could also contribute to the intense emission of β-NaYF4.
The presence of multiple lattice sites for lanthanides in NaYF4
was later experimentally conﬁrmed by Chen and co-workers
through high-resolution photoluminescence spectroscopy.37
Based upon the learned knowledge of host structuredependent luminescence, several groups have succeeded in
tuning lanthanide emissions. In an intriguing recent demonstration, Hao and co-workers38 showed that the structural
symmetry of a ferroelectric host (BaTiO3) can be modiﬁed by
applying a direct current bias voltage (Figure 4). Consequently,
the emission spectrum of Er3+ dopant was dynamically
modulated under a sinusoidal alternating current bias, opening
up new avenues for potential applications such as electrically
controlled upconvertors. On another matter, this approach may

Figure 2. (a) Multicolor downshifting tuning of NaGdF4 nanoparticles
by varying activator compositions. (b) Multicolor upconversion tuning
of NaYF4 nanoparticles by varying the concentration of Er3+ and Yb3+.
(c) Multicolor downshifting tuning of YVO4 nanoparticles by varying
the concentrations of Dy3+, Eu3+, and Sm3+. Adapted with permission
from refs 23 (Copyright 2007 IOP Publishing), 26 (Copyright 2008
American Chemical Society), and 33 (Copyright 2008 WILEY-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA), respectively.

Figure 3. Typical energy transfer mechanisms used for emission
tuning in lanthanide-doped materials. (a−c) The cross-relaxation
between two lanthanides of the same sort enhances the luminescence
emitted from a speciﬁc energy level of the ion (refs 24−26). (d, e) The
cross-relaxation between diﬀerent lanthanides modiﬁes the excitation
process, populating energy levels of the activator (refs 26 and 27). The
main emitting levels are highlighted in red.

the [VO4]3+ and lanthanides can be precisely controlled,
allowing ﬁne chromaticity tuning from blue to red (Figure 2c).
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of the nanoparticles through ligand engineering or surface
coating.43,44
3.3. The Eﬀect of Host−Dopant Energy Transfer

Research has shown that a number of host matrices can
exchange energy with lanthanide dopants, leading to tunable
luminescence spectra of the dopants. For example, Mn2+ ions in
MnF2:Yb/Er and KMnF3:Yb/Er nanoparticles can strongly
interact with Er3+ ions to take away the excitation energy of
Er3+ in the 4S3/2 state. Subsequent energy transfer from Mn2+ to
Er3+ increases the population of Er3+ in its 4F9/2 state, resulting
in an enlarged intensity ratio of red-to-green emission.45,46 On
the basis of these observations, we recently demonstrated a
general method for the preparation of lanthanide-doped
KMnF3 nanoparticles showing strong single-band upconversion
emission at ∼660 nm.47

Figure 4. (a) The experimental setup used to modulate the
upconversion emission of BaTiO3:Yb/Er thin ﬁlm by electric ﬁeld.
(b) A schematic showing the electric-ﬁeld-induced displacement of
Ti4+ and O2− ions which modiﬁes the site symmetry of Er3+ ion.
Adapted with permission from ref 38. Copyright 2011 WILEY-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.

enable better understanding of the crystal-ﬁeld eﬀect on
lanthanide luminescence because the site symmetry of the
dopants can be systematically modulated in a single host
material without the need for chemical composition modiﬁcation.

4. MANIPULATING PARTICLE INFRASTRUCTURE
Advances in the synthesis of nanoparticles have enabled the
assembly of diﬀerent luminescent centers into a single particle
with well-deﬁned interactions. The exquisite manipulation of
compositional inhomogeneity at the nanoscale oﬀers unprecedented control over the optical properties of the nanoparticles.

3.2. The Eﬀect of Particle Size

The eﬀect of particle size on the luminescence intensity of
lanthanide-doped nanoparticles can be harnessed for emission
modulation.39−41 It is important to note that this sizedependent optical property is most likely attributed to a
surface quenching eﬀect rather than the quantum conﬁnement
eﬀect, a phenomenon typically observed in quantum dots. As
the particle size decreases, the concentration of the surface
dopants steadily increases (Figure 5a), leading to the variation
in the overall emission spectrum.

4.1. Conﬁnement of Dopants

The selection of dopants for multicolor tuning in conventional
bulk materials needs to meet stringent criteria because the
extensive dopant−dopant interactions in the host lattice may
induce luminescence quenching. In contrast, nanoscale
manipulation of lanthanide-doped nanoparticles permits spatial
conﬁnement of dopants within a nanoscopic region. Signiﬁcantly, this eﬀect allows integration of otherwise optically
incompatible dopants into a single nanoparticle with welldeﬁned energy exchange interactions, thereby opening up new
opportunities for multicolor tuning.
The standard strategy to spatially conﬁning lanthanide
dopants is to use a core−shell structure ﬁrst demonstrated by
Haase and co-workers48 in 2003. In a follow-up study by Yi and
Chow,49 lanthanide dopants were completely conﬁned in the
core layer, and the shell layer was merely utilized to protect the
dopants against surface quenchers (e.g., solvent molecules) for
eﬃcient luminescence process (Figure 6a). The eﬀective use of
core−shell structure to deliberately partition multiple types of
lanthanide dopants (Figure 6b) was ﬁrst reported in 2008 by
Qian and Zhang,50 who doped Yb/Tm and Yb/Er in core and
shell layers of a NaYF4@NaYF4 core−shell nanoparticle,

Figure 5. The surface quenching eﬀect on lanthanide luminescence.
(a) A schematic showing increased surface lanthanides with decrease
in particle size. (b) Emission spectra of diﬀerent sized NaGdF4:Yb/Tm
nanoparticles before and after shell modiﬁcation (calc. 2.5 nm),
respectively. Adapted with permission from ref 42. Copyright 2010
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.

In 2010, our group reported a comparative spectroscopic
investigation of a series of Yb/Tm codoped hexagonal-phase
NaGdF4 nanoparticles (10, 15, and 25 nm) with or without a
thin surface protection layer.42 We showed that the use of a
thin layer coating largely preserves the optical integrity (relative
emission intensities) of these nanoparticles (Figure 5b),
thereby conﬁrming the surface quenching eﬀect on the sizedependent luminescence. By taking advantage of the surface
quenching eﬀect, other groups have also demonstrated
upconversion emission tuning by tailoring the surface property

Figure 6. The general core−shell strategies for spatial conﬁnement of
lanthanide dopants in the host lattice of a nanoparticle. (a) The
passive-shell coating design with the dopants merely incorporated in
the core layer. (b) The active-shell coating design with diﬀerent types
of lanthanides separately doped in the core and shell layers. (c) The
energy migration core−shell design featuring an optically active
sublattice. Note that the shell uniformity and dopant distribution of
experimental results may deviate from the ideal models depicted in the
ﬁgure.
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respectively. By controlling the dopant concentrations of Tm3+
and Er3+, tunable emission colors were readily generated. In
contrast to Yb/Tm/Er triply doped NaYF4 nanoparticles in
which Tm3+ and Er3+ suﬀer from deleterious cross-relaxation,
the active-shell coating design oﬀers remarkably enhanced
emission intensities of the activators due to suppressed energy
exchange interactions between Tm3+ and Er3+. The eﬀect of
core−shell structure on suppressing cross-relaxation has
recently been explored by Zhang and co-workers51 to inhibit
the concentration quenching even at very high dopant
concentrations.
In 2011, our group developed a core−shell nanoparticle
having an optically active sublattice to induce distinct energy
transfer through the core−shell interface (Figure 6c).52 Our
design involves the use of a NaGdF4:Yb/Tm core coated with a
NaGdF4 shell comprising common activators (Figure 7a). We

4.2. Assembly of Particle Building Blocks

The assembly of optical nanoparticles of diﬀerent chemical
properties into one composite particle may lead to potentially
synergistic optical properties as a result of controlled interplay
between the constituent entities. This approach adds an
additional dimension to multicolor tuning.
In 2008, Zhang and co-workers56 carried out the research on
coupling lanthanide-doped upconversion nanoparticles with
conventional luminescent nanomaterials. In their work,
NaYF4:Yb/Er (or Tm) nanoparticles served as platform for
the growth of a mesoporous silica shell impregnated with either
organic dyes or quantum dots. Upon excitation at 980 nm, the
lanthanide activators give rise to upconverted emission that can
be partially transferred to the guest optical entities encapsulated
in the silica shell through Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET). Consequently, a dual emission with controllable
intensity balance is achieved (Table 2a). In parallel developments, several other groups have combined lanthanide-doped
nanoparticles with a variety of dye molecules and quantum dots
via widely diﬀerent chemical approaches, including covalent
bonding, surface polymerization, and thermal annealing.57−59
For example, Yan et al.57 developed the synthesis of CdSeNaYF4:Yb/Er heterostructures that oﬀer both sub-bandgap
photoconductivity and tunable photoluminescence (Table 2b).
Although organic dyes and quantum dots oﬀer improved
emission tunability, they may raise new concerns over
photostability and toxicity. In addition, when time-resolved
luminescence techniques are used, the emission of dye
molecules and quantum dots can be completely attenuated
owing to their substantially shorter lifetime (on the order of
nanoseconds) than that of lanthanide ions (up to several
milliseconds).9 On a separate note, some fundamental aspects
of these luminescent composites still lack suﬃcient understanding. For example, Morgan et al.60 suggested that radiative
reabsorption (second excitation) might also contribute to the
energy transfer from the lanthanide ions to the dye molecules
(or quantum dots) although it is generally believed that FRET
mediates the optical interaction. Indeed, time-resolved
measurements are necessarily needed in future studies to
resolve the role of radiative reabsorption and FRET in such
systems.
Lanthanide-doped nanoparticles of diﬀerent compositions
have also been assembled for multicolor encoding. A
representative example was demonstrated by Zhang and coworkers,61 who encapsulated NaYF4:Yb/Er and NaYF4:Yb/Tm
nanoparticles (∼25 nm) in polystyrene beads (Table 2c). By
changing the molar ratio between the particles, the emission
colors were deliberately tuned from green to blue. Our group
also found that ligand-free NaGdF4 nanoparticles can be readily
absorbed by polystyrene microbeads upon mixing in butanol.52
Diﬀerent emission colors of the resulting hybrid microbeads
can be clearly distinguished using a conventional microscope. Li
and co-workers62 have developed an interesting method to
form binary superstructures with dual-mode luminescence
properties through self-assembly of two sets of nanoparticles
that respectively respond to UV and NIR excitation (Table 2d).
Metallic nanoparticles have also been coupled to lanthanidedoped nanoparticles for optical modulation. Metal nanoparticles in these nanocomposites typically do not emit light.
Instead, they provide surface plasmons that could modify the
local electromagnetic environment of lanthanide ions, potentially leading to the enhancement in luminescence emission of
the lanthanides. For example, Duan and co-workers63 observed

Figure 7. Energy migration-mediated upconversion (EMU) in core−
shell nanoparticles. (a) Schematic design of a lanthanide-doped
NaGdF4@NaGdF4 nanoparticle for EMU (X: activator ion). (b)
Proposed energy transfer mechanisms in the nanoparticle. Note that
only partial energy levels of Tm3+ and Gd3+ are shown for clarity. (c)
Emission spectra of the core−shell nanoparticles doped with diﬀerent
activators. Adapted with permission from ref 52. Copyright 2011
Macmillan Publishers Limited.

demonstrated that the Gd sublattice can initiate an energy
migration process to bridge energy transfer through the core−
shell interface (Figure 7b). This eﬀect enables ﬁne-tuning of
upconversion emission for a wide range of lanthanide activators
without long-lived intermediary energy states (Figure 7c),
which are generally regarded as a prerequisite for photon
upconversion. Although the concept of energy migration has
been well documented in the past, previous studies typically
involve the use of energy migration in bulk materials that
generally feature a homogeneous mixing of the lanthanide
dopants with the migrator ions in the host lattice. In these bulk
systems, the energy exchange interactions between the
lanthanides are complex and uncontrollable, thereby limiting
eﬀective utilization of the energy migration process. Very
recently, the eﬀect of energy migration in core−shell
nanostructures was further developed with the inclusion of
Nd3+ ions that enable tunable upconversion emission by
biocompatible 800 nm excitation.53−55
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Table 2. Typical Strategies for Integration of Diﬀerent Optical Properties

5. CONCLUSIONS
The manipulation of lanthanide-doped nanoparticles, through
precise control over doping concentration and composition as
well as interfacial properties, allows the encoding of optically
incompatible dopants or the incorporation of foreign entities
suitable for unprecedented optical tuning. Considering the
substantial ﬂexibility in regulating the interaction between the
lanthanide dopants in nanostructures, these lanthanide-doped
nanoparticles may evolve into a new class of materials with
extremely high designability and tunability. The challenges for
future development in the ﬁeld include improving luminescence eﬃciency of ultrasmall particles and developing nanoparticles with broadband excitation, which will certainly expand
the range of their practical applications and commercialization
in life science.

a 2.5-fold increase in emission intensity of NaYF4:Yb/Tm
upconversion nanoparticles after being coated with gold
nanoparticles (Table 2e).
To deliberately control the plasmon ﬁeld, engineered
plasmonic surfaces have been developed as novel substrates
to enhance the luminescence of lanthanides.64,65 When
compared with colloidal metal nanoparticles, 2D plasmonic
substrates permit precise control over the nature and spatial
distribution of the plasmonic “hot spots”. An excellent example
was demonstrated by May and co-workers,66 who speciﬁcally
designed a gold ﬁlm with nanopillar features to match the
excitation frequency of NaYF4:Yb/Er nanoparticles at 980 nm.
According to their simulations by the full-wave 3D ﬁnite
diﬀerence time domain method, the engineered gold surface
could oﬀer an 11-fold ampliﬁcation of excitation intensity
relative to a smooth gold surface. The strong surface plasmon
absorption of the metal nanoparticles in the visible spectral
region may also lead to luminescence quenching. For example,
Li et al.67 reported the coating of silica-modiﬁed NaYF4:Yb/Er
nanoparticles with gold nanoparticles (Table 2f). The authors
found that the presence of gold nanoparticles strongly
suppressed the emission of Er3+ at 540 nm. Despite the
achievement, additional studies on the light scattering eﬀect
and excited state dynamics are required for a thorough
understanding of the mechanism underlying the luminescence
enhancement.
In addition to metal nanoparticles, other types of optical
materials including metal ions, metal oxides, and graphene have
also been used to quench the luminescence of lanthanidedoped nanoparticles.68−70 Despite their usefulness as alternative
means for multicolor tuning, these methods typically result in
hybrid nanomaterials with weakened emissions unsuitable for
bioimaging applications. Nevertheless, these nanomaterials can
be utilized for enabling promising applications in metal ion or
biomolecular sensing by taking advantage of the nonautoﬂuorescent assays and the large anti-Stokes shifts oﬀered by the
lanthanide-doped nanomaterials.69
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